
bservopiemonte

765
cameras

45
municipalities

Torino

176
cameras

15
municipalities

Cuneo

221
cameras

17
municipalities

Asti

225
cameras

9
municipalities

Alessandria

149
cameras

7
municipalities

Vercelli

88
cameras

6
municipalities

Biella

265
cameras

14
municipalities

Novara

13
cameras

4
municipalities

VerbaniaOBSERVO PIEMONTE OBSERVO MANAGER

is an experimental  
platform that allows the
overall visualization of the video surveillance systems installed around 
the Piedmont area and managed by several local authorities.
The cameras and the information are georeferred on an interactive map 
and managed exclusively by each local authority joining the project.
In full compliance with the Privacy National Rules, the platform 
improves access to information and simplifies several operational 
procedures such as requests of video recordings by the police. 
The participation to the project is open to the municipalities of Piedmont 
and free of charge. 

The platform is quickly spreading: already 117 munici-
palities joined the project and 1902 are the cameras in 
the system.  

info on: www.observopiemonte.it - e-mail: observoteam@csp.it - phone +39 011.668.05.27 - infographics by CSP s.c.a.r.l.

it is an opensource software that allows local authorites to manage each ip 
cameras, check operating status and automatic mapping on observo piemonte 
platform.

video management

open source

A project by the Regional Police Department - Regione Piemonte 
and CSP innovazione nelle ICT

annotations

3. cloud server

1. mobile app

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

optimization of the operating costs 
of new installations and video 

surveillance

introduction of new technologies
for free

JOINT COLLABORATION

visualization of locations of video 
surveillance systems 

optimization of the Police actions on 
the territory

 

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

real time localization of all the
surveillance cameras

monitoring of equipment 
obsolescence 

and improved investments

NEXT STEPS

1. development of mobile app that shows the cameras closest to the user. 2. 
realtime videoanalysis and early warning. 3. cloud infrastructure to handle 
video streams. 4 . service extention to private CCTV equipment.

easy
conf iguration

geolocation of
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reuse of obsolete
equipment

2. video processing
and early warning

4. private CCTV
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